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TJ AMILY practitioner committees in the NHS and the
-¦* professions providing services in their areas have
recently been considering a number of proposals to

modify, and presumably improve, service committee
procedures referred to in the consultative document of
the Department of Health and Social Security (1976) as

"Complaints Investigation Procedures".
The most radical proposal is that the chairman of the

service committee should no longer be appointed by the
members of the service committee themselves. It is
suggested that there should be about a dozen chairmen
appointed nationally by the Secretary of State from a

panel drawn up by the Lord Chancellor, each of whom
would cover several geographical areas. It is also
suggested that an officer other than the administrator
of the family practitioner services should clerk the
committee.
Both proposals are obviously designed to counter the

criticism that, in the words of the Council on Tribunals
(DHSS, 1976), "the body which is responsible for pro¬
viding the praetitioners' services to the public under
contractual arrangements.the family practitioner com¬
mittee.also decides whether a complaint is justified."
Put less obliquely, the family practitioner committee is
accused of being judge in its own cause.

Assumptions by the Council on Tribunals

This is a serious charge and if it were well founded
would be unanswerable. The allegation, however,
depends for its validity on several assumptions about
the nature and purpose of the service committee
procedure, which it would be unwise to accept uncriti-
cally. In particular, it presupposes:
1. That the service committee procedure is a complaints
investigation procedure in the same way that, for
example, the civil jurisdiction of the courts or the
proceedings of the Health Service Commissioner are

complaints investigation procedures.
2. That any complaint against a doctor, dentist,
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chemist, or optician is a criticism not only of the
professional man concerned but also of the local family
practitioner committee which is described as: "the body
responsible for providing the praetitioners' services to
the public".

The first fallacy
At the outset it is as well to emphasize that there exists
no procedure, formal or informal, for the investigation
of a complaint that, for example, a doctor was rude or

inconsiderate, or that his receptionist was ill-mannered,
or that the vagaries of his appointment system caused
the patient to be late for work. In similar circumstances,
a complaint about a hospital doctor may be investigated
by the Health Service Commissioner (NHS Reorganiz¬
ation Act, 1973) and if the complaint is upheld there will
be some redress, if only an apology.
Any complaint about a contractor to the family

practitioner committee is, however, expressly excluded
from the Commissioner's jurisdiction and the only
remedy available to a dissatisfied patient is to change his
doctor. I am not advocating that there should be a

remedy similar to that afforded by the Health Service
Commissioner; I am merely reporting as a fact that
there exists no procedure for the investigation of a

complaint in the circumstances outlined at the begin¬
ning of this paragraph. v

What does exist, and what only exists, is a

disciplinary code (NHS Service (Committees and Tri-
bunal) Regulations, 1974) which provides:
1. For the monitoring, for example, of the prescribing
habits of doctors and the treatment patterns of dentists
and their investigation by the appropriate local pro¬
fessional committee.
2. For the investigation of a complaint by the Dental
Estimates Board or a patient (a term that is variously
defined from profession to profession) that a contractor
has not complied with the terms of his contract to
provide professional services in the area of the
committee.
3. For the investigation by a service committee of any
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matter referred by the Dental Estimates Board or the
family practitioner committee which relates to the
administration of general medical, dental, ophthalmic,
or pharmaceutical services.

It is essential to emphasize the very limited purpose
and ambition of the service committee procedure: it
does not exist to remedy patients' grievances; its
primary purpose on the contrary is narrow, particular
and self-interested. It is designed pre-eminently to
discover whether in the particular case investigated
there has been a failure by the contractor concerned to

comply with his contractual obligations to the Com¬
mittee. The service committees are not really concerned
with the effect or consequence of such a failure.the
common law obligations of a doctor will take care of
that. The service committees are interested only in the
failure qua failure. It would be no great exaggeration to
say that the purpose of the service committee procedure
is to establish whether the contractor concerned has
done the job for which he has been remunerated by the
family practitioner committee: in a word the procedure
is disciplinary.

Second fallacy
This brings me naturally to the second assumption or

fallacy that a family practitioner committee is somehow
jointly responsible (with the contractor) for any failure
in the service which he has contracted with the
committee to provide. Put like that the assumption is
patently absurd; but the absurdity of the notion has not
been apparent to many people, from patients to
community health councils (and evidently the Council
on Tribunals), some of whose members are prone to
regard service committee proceedings as a charade
which allows the committee and the professions to
decide in private whether the service they provide to the
public is satisfactory. How else can one understand,
much less explain, the insistence with which community
health councils clamour to be represented at service
committee hearings? How else can one explain the view,
expressed by the Council on Tribunals (1976), that "an
independent mind needs to be brought to bear on the
investigation. . ."?

Significance of the independent contractor
status

Family practitioner committees provide nothing to the
public: they certainly do not provide the praetitioners'
services to the public in the way that an area health
authority provides hospital or specialist services.
Neither does the committee contract with the prac¬
titioner for the provision of services: on the contrary,
the practitioner contracts with them. Subject to the
negative control over doctors exercised by the Medical
Practices Committee, any doctor, dentist, chemist, or

optician appearing on the appropriate professional
register is entitled to provide professional services under
the NHS in the area of the committee.

The committee has no authority whatever to refuse
an application for inclusion in the appropriate pro¬
fessional list, and on inclusion the contractors con¬

cerned will provide professional services in the
committee's area from their own homes, shops, and
surgeries, during hours (except for chemists) largely of
their own choosing and generally (again except for
chemists) only for persons for whom they have agreed
to provid^ services.

Contrast these arrangements with those that obtain in
a hospital where the practitioner, chemist or optician
will be a salaried employee of the area health authority,
with a contract of service whose express and implied
terms will ensure his broad compliance with the lawful
instructions of his employer during those days and
hours when he is required by his contract to attend. The
hospital doctor is there because the area health auth¬
ority needs his contribution to the service it provides for
the public: the general practitioner is at his surgery
because he and nobody else has decided that that is the
place he wants to be.

This distinction between the status of a general
practitioner and that of his hospital counterpart is
fundamental and, for the purposes of the law of
negligence, critical. In common law an area health
authority is liable for any negligent act of its medical
(and other) employees committed in the course of their
employment with the area.

Family practitioner committees are not in law
similarly responsible for the negligence of independent
contractors engaged in the provision of professional
services in the area of the committee: if the contractor
is suitably qualified their responsibility ends there.
However, although the committees are not in

common law liable for the acts of their independent
contractors.indeed because they are not so responsible
.they must assume and be seen to assume some

responsibility for the service the contractors provide, if
only on the expedient grounds that they "permit" them
to practise in the Health Service at all. In addition,
however, the committees are a public body associated,
if only in the most exiguous way, with a public service
paid for out of public funds. For these reasons,
therefore, if for no other, some modicum of control is
inescapable.
That any such control over the services provided by

independent contractors will be rudimentary in the
extreme is only too obvious. In the first place, doctors,
dentists, chemists, and opticians are all members of
professions that possess their own rigorous standards of
training and behaviour, and it would be difficult if not
impossible to construct a code of Health Service
conduct that would do very much more than restate the
ethical imperatives of those professions. For example,
paragraph 13 of the Terms of Servicefor Doctors (NHS
(General Medical and Pharmaceutical Services) Regu¬
lations, 1974) requires a doctor merely to render to his
patients all necessary and appropriate medical services
of the type usually provided by general medical
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praetitioners. Secondly, the contractors are subject
internally to the discipline of their own professional
bodies, and externally to the common law obligation of
care that a professional man owes to a patient, whether
inside or outside tte Health Service. Thirdly, any form
of control or discipline will need to be acceptable to the
professions themselves; and fourthly, it must not be
inconsistent with their status as independent contrac¬
tors.

Service committee regulations
In the NHS (Service Committees and Tribunal)
Regulations (1974) will be found the formulae agreed by
the professions and the Secretary of State for the
regulation and discipline of those independent con¬
tractors who have undertaken to provide general
medical and associated services under the NHS. The
Regulations have three aims:

1. To monitor in a very general way the professional
practices of contractors, for example the prescribing
habits of doctors and opticians and the treatment
patterns of dentists.
2. To provide a procedure whereby an allegation or

complaint that a contractor has not complied with the
terms of his contract may be investigated by a service
committee.
3. To protect the professions from unjust allegations
and from damaging publicity for imaginary or trivial
breaches of contract. (For the sake of completeness I
should perhaps add that the Regulations also govern the
procedure of the NHS Tribunal which possesses the
ultimate sanction over a contractor of disqualification
from the family practitioner service.)
None of these procedures is a complaints investigation
procedure in the conventional meaning of the term; that
is to say one which will provide redress for a patient
aggrieved by the action or inaction of a contractor. The
procedures are all quintessentially disciplinary; and the
fact that a service committee hearing is more often than
not initiated by a complaint from a patient (for
example, that a doctor did not visit when he should have
done) does not make it any less a disciplinary exercise.

Report of the Franks Committee

In 1955 executive councils and their service committees
were subjected to a searching examination by the
Franks Committee on tribunals and enquiries (1957).
The Committee had been commissioned to examine the
efficiency and impartiality of those tribunals which had
been established in the main to adjudicate in disputes
between the citizen and the State or a public authority.
Its report is chiefly remembered for its generalized
recommendations that the process of investigation and
decision of such disputes should be marked by
openness, fairness, and impartiality.
A particular recommendation of Franks (designed to

secure the independence of tribunals from the adminis¬
tration) and the one that most concerns us was that
chairmen of tribunals should be appointed by the Lord
Chancellor and should ordinarily have legal qualifi¬
cations.

Explaining its terms of reference, the Committee
cited the example of a claimant for benefit under the
National Insurance Acts, the initial decision on whose
claim would be made by an official of a government
department. If the claimant objected to that decision
the necessity for a further decision on his claim became
inevitable and the Committee was instructed to consider
how and by whom further decisions of that kind should
be made. The Committee added that that analysis of the
conflict between private right and public advantage held
good over nearly the whole field covered by its terms of
reference, although there were a few tribunals (notably
rent tribunals) which decided disputes not between the
citizen and the administration but between citizen and
citizen.
When the Committee came to consider tribunals in

the NHS, it became immediately apparent to the Com¬
mittee that the adjudicatory function of executive
councils and their service committees did not consist of
the resolution of a dispute or conflict between the
citizen and the administration at all; neither did it deal
with a dispute between one citizen and another (as did
rent tribunals) although 'in form' it looked very much
like that.

Executive councils, the Committee concluded, were

principally administrative bodies concerned with the
detailed operation of the NHS to whom the Com¬
mittee's general recommendations (concerning, for
example, the independence of tribunal chairmen)
should not be strictly applied. It was true, the Franks
Committee went on, that when considering reports by
service committees in disciplinary cases they might be
said to be acting as tribunals, but the Committee
nevertheless did not think that those functions should
be separated and entrusted to other bodies. There were
a number of important distinctions: the disciplinary
matters were generally initiated by patients; the
executive council was in a contractual relationship with
the praetitioners; and the preliminary investigation was

carried out by separate bodies (i.e. service committees)
largely independent of the councils.
The Committee gave considerable thought to the

general nature and purpose of the system of adjudi-
cation enshrined in the Service Committees and
Tribunal Regulations and some of the results of their
analysis are well worth repeating in full:

"We take the view that the purpose of the system is to
be regarded as disciplinary rather than for the redress of
patients' grievances. The ultimate question which can
arise is whether a practitioner should be retained in the
NHS or not, and the decision here must turn upon his
general professional skill and behaviour as indicated by
the evidence in one or more individual cases brought to
the notice of the deciding authority. It may well be true
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that the general public regards the purpose of the
process as the redress of grievances, in as much as it
provides for the imposition of penalties upon prac-
titioners adjudged to have broken the terms of their
contracts for services. But this view overlooks the point
that the patient does not obtain redress in any normal
sense: he himself obtains no benefit or recompense if
the allegation which he brings is ultimately held to be
well founded. For material redress he would have to
resort to action in the courts, and it is noted that the
statutory system does not in any way affect his ordinary
legal rights against a practitioner.

"This being so, the fact that the system is an
important part of the terms negotiated for the
employment of these professions by the State and has
the general support of the professions concerned must
carry great weight. We are accordingly disinclined to
suggest major changes in it. We consider that cases
should continue to be first heard before a service
committee with a decision by an executive council and
provision for a further appeal. But, as will appear later,
we have some changes to propose in relation to the
hearing and determination of appeals from executive
councils." (My italics.)
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Oral contraceptives and
breast neoplasia
Between 1 December 1968 and 31 December 1971, 345
women aged 16 to 39 years with a lump in the breast
(90 malignant and 255 benign) were interviewed at five
London teaching hospitals with 347 matched controls
suffering from acute medical or surgical conditions or
admitted to hospital for routine elective surgery.
Questions were asked about each patient's medical,
obstetric, menstrual, contraceptive, and social histories.
The data do not suggest that the use of oral contra-

ceptives is related in any way to the risk of breast
cancer, but provide some evidence that the preparations
may actually protect against benign breast disease. This
protective effect is largely confined to women who
continue to use oral contraceptives and have used them
altogether for more than two years. Such women appear
to have only about 25 per cent as great risk of being
admitted to hospital for a breast biopsy as women who
have never used oral contraceptives at all.
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